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The New GeNeraTioN.
inspired by architecture.

refereNce Book 2013  
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Good ideas Need a  
maTerial To TraNsform 
Them iNTo realiTy.

PuBlic BuildiNGs aNd offices | 
Page 08 – 17

hosPiTaliTy | Page 18 – 25 facades aNd wall claddiNG | 
Page 26 – 31

liviNG sPaces | Page 32 – 35

shoPs aNd exhiBiTioNs | 
Page 36 – 45

kiTcheN | Page 50 – 55 GasTroNomy | Page 56 – 60

BaTh | Page 61 – 65 healThcare | Page 66 – 69

mariNe iNdusTry |  Page 76 

furNiTure desiGN | Page 70 – 73 airPorT | Page 74 – 75

siNks aNd Bowls | Page 77    

colours | Page 78 – 79   

PuBlisher’s deTails | Page 80

hi-macs® loves Good ideas aNd Good  
ideas love hi-macs®. maNy GreaT  
desiGNs have oNly BeeN made PossiBle  
Because of The use of This “maTerial  
of PossiBiliTies”, some of which are  
showN here. These refereNce ProjecTs  
will iNsPire you To ThiNk ouTside  
The Box, To dare To Try someThiNG New  
aNd To sTrive To achieve The BesT  
PossiBle resulT. 
if you ThiNk This way, TheN hi-macs®  
is your New ParTNer.

educaTioNal iNsTiTuTioNs |  
Page 46 – 49
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ouTsTaNdiNG feaTures aBouNd.
a comPelliNG maTerial. 

hi-macs® is an intelligent composition of acrylic, natural minerals and pigments that come 

together to provide a smooth, non porous and visually seamless surface which meets 

the highest standards for aesthetics, functionality and hygiene. Thanks in large part to its 

flexibility, hi-macs® offers manifold advantages over conventional materials. 

Three-dimensional  
design 
 

HI-MACS® boasts a simple heating 

process and three-dimensional 

thermoplastic forming capabilities. 

This allows for greater forming 

flexibility compared with other 

conventional materials so that spec-

tacular ideas can quickly take on 

a concrete shape. No radius, shape 

or angle is impossible.

The logical conclusion: a material 

that moulds to your idea and 

designs – not the other way around. 

Exactly how it should be.

unlimited  
colour spectrum 
 

Along with choice of material, 

colour selection is a crucial factor 

when it comes to high-quality  

design. Elegant White, warm  

Toffee Brown, bold Florida Orange,  

mystical Cima, translucent pastels 

or fine shimmer textures. HI-MACS® 

offers a virtually limitless range  

of colours in all conceivable shades. 

And more are being added every 

year. But no matter what colour you 

choose, HI-MACS® remains 100% 

homo geneous.

simple  
processing 

Although HI-MACS® is almost as  

robust as stone, it can be worked  

in the same way as wood.

Using conventional carpenters’  

tools, this solid surface material  

can be sawn, routed or drilled.  

It lends itself to the creation of  

an endless variety of multi-dimen-

sional forms and much, much more. 

No wonder most people working 

with the material have a background 

in woodworking and appreciate  

HI-MACS® as a natural partner for  

innovative ideas.

seamless  
perfection 

HI-MACS® allows for visually seam-

less manipulation. Smooth integra-

tion enables large areas without 

joints or edges as well as flush 

mounting of sinks or bowls.

Not only do objects made from 

this solid surface material appear 

to be works of art cast from a 

single mould, the material’s seam-

less manipulation and non porous 

nature create surfaces which are 

extremely hygienic, easy-to-clean 

and thus ideally suited for use in 

hospitals and laboratories. 

The seamless finish also allows for 

repair and replacement without a 

visible trace should any part of a 

HI-MACS® installation be damaged 

at any time.

dramatic  
translucency 

Certain colours and thicknesses of 

HI-MACS® exhibit a special translu-

cency when exposed to light. 

Various textures and patterns can 

be built in to the material to inten-

sify the HI-MACS® translucency ef-

fect. Depending on the light source, 

pattern and design, spectacular cut-

out effects can add visual interest 

and create a completely new sense 

of space.

The translucent properties of this 

solid surface material make it the 

perfect choice for lamps and illumi-

nated furnishings.
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shaPiNG The fuTure.
iN harmoNy wiTh The eNviroNmeNT.

The eden collection.
eco-friendly through and through. 

The Eden colour collection by LG Hausys is the most environmentally friendly solid surface 

material available on the market today. This one-of-a-kind colour palette consists of up to 

41% recycled materials and is available in 8 warm, natural shades.

The Eden collection has been recognized by the U.S. Scientific Certification System for the 

large proportion of recycled material it uses. Further, projects made from HI-MACS® Eden 

are eligible for LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) certification from the 

U.S. Green Building Council, and up to may receive up to 2 credits in various LEED categories. 

Another solid and sustainable reason to choose HI-MACS®.

— composition: aluminium trihydroxide, the main component of HI-MACS®, 

is a bi-product of aluminium production.

— manufacturing: The production of this material is marked by an excellent 

energy balance. In addition, HI-MACS® plants in Cheongju (Korea) and 

Atlanta (USA) meet all environmental standards.

— Transport: The material is transported from the USA to Europe exclusively 

by ship. Within Europe, HI-MACS® observes the Euro-5 standards for 

reduced particulate emissions. The engines in HI-MACS® transport vehicles 

switch off automatically when the vehicle has been stationary for more than 

five minutes.

— Processing: The material allows for virtually waste-free processing.

— disposal: HI-MACS® can be disposed of with household waste and 

burned without emitting toxic fumes.

— commitment: LG Hausys conducts and publishes regular environmental 

audits along with energy consumption analyses. Thanks to the use of 

non-polluting fuels, greenhouse gas emissions have been cut by 15,000 

tons per year since 2008.

countless internationally recognized certificates attest to the fact that hi-macs® is a 

completely eco-friendly material. without exception, all hi-macs® products are manufactured 

in accordance with the iso 14001 environmental standard. 
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leonardo Glass cube 
location: Bad Driburg, Germany

design: 3deluxe, Germany, www.3deluxe.de

fabrication: Rosskopf & Partner AG,  

Germany, www.rosskopf-partner.com

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White 

a building from another world. 
Organic, mystical, provocative and yet embodying a captivating elegance. The free interplay  

of shape and form creates a completely new spatial experience, both inside and outside the  

Leonardo Glass Cube. This is only possible with the qualities of HI-MACS®.
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outstanding design that does not compromise in terms of functionality. That’s hi-macs®.  

The demands on any material and the standards of quality are challenging in places where  

people meet up every day. it‘s therefore good to know that hi-macs® regularly undergoes  

all of the relevant product tests and carries all the required certificates. 

PuBlic BuildiNGs  
aNd offices

The bespoke organic internal columns  

have been thermoformed to perfection  

from HI-MACS®.

The tables and surfaces within the seat-

ing area of the Lounge have been fabri-

cated without visible joints, are pleasing 

to touch and easy to care for.
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Photographed by Emanuel Raab 
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Porsche museum
location: Stuttgart, Germany

design: Delugan-Meissl ZT Gmbh, Austria, 

www.deluganmeissl.at

fabrication: Rosskopf & Partner AG,  

Germany, www.rosskopf-partner.com   

Graichen Bau- und Möbelwerkstätten GmbH – 

Klöpfer Surfaces, Germany,  

www.graichen-gmbH.de,  

www.kloepfer-surfaces.de

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White 

a space created for fascination and emotion.
What would a building look like for an automotive icon? Porsche has created a building that inspires and represents the fascination  

of the brand. This prestige is achieved all across the building. The Austrian architects Delugan Meissl created a 5,600 m2 monolithic piece 

of art as well as being hugely dynamic. Here not only the famous Porsche model excel but also on HI-MACS® which underscores the 

luxurious and minimalist ambience. The visually seam less fabrication creates a gentle yet highly resistant surface. HI-MACS® is both 

visually and functionally the perfect partner for this challenging project.

The grand reception counter,

cabinets and showrooms sparkle

in bright white HI-MACS®.

At eye level with the historical Speedster shines the back wall that has been designed with a backlit  

elaborate coffee bean ornament. In front the bar area has also been created with HI-MACS®.
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Fabricated by Rosskopf & Partner AG

Fabricated by Rosskopf & Partner AG Fabricated by Rosskopf & Partner AG Fabricated by GRAICHEN Bau- und Möbelwerkstätten GmbH – Klöpfer Surfaces

Fabricated by GRAICHEN Bau- und Möbelwerkstätten GmbH – Klöpfer Surfaces
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händel haus
location: Halle, Germany

design: Gerhards & Glücker, Germany

fabrication: Möbel Damm,  

www.moebel-damm.de

material: HI-MACS®, Arctic White 

Baroque forms to honour a Baroque musician.
Any building to honour the great Baroque musician Georg Friedrich Händel must also tip its hat 

architecturally to that era. This building transitions from an understated exhibition and reception 

area to an opulent Baroque hall. One single material is able to link these two extreme architectonic 

statements. HI-MACS® enables both the ornamental splendour of the hall as well as the subtle  

play of lights in the smaller, simpler rooms.
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The precisely milled floral  

pattern gives a leafy, light and  

playful impression. 
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The think tank of online experts at Syzygy wanted to  

convey a sense of their creative approach – thinking 

without boundaries – through a flowing, seamless architecture  

that plays with shapes and intentional breaks.  

This requires a material without limits: HI-MACS®.

syzyGy offices 
location: Frankfurt, Germany

design: 3deluxe, Germany, www.3deluxe.de

fabrication: Kessler Innenausbau GmbH, 

Germany, www.kessler-innenausbau.de 

material: HI-MACS® Alpine White

Bw Bank  
location: Stuttgart, Germany

design: Wittfoht Architekten, Germany, 

www.wittfoht-architekten.com

fabrication: Rosskopf & Partner AG,  

Germany, www.rosskopf-partner.com,  

Wüst Praxis – Inneneinrichtungen GmbH 

material: HI-MACS®, Lucent Opal

The spherical shape unites  

the reception desk, furnishings in the 

consultation spaces, and the ensemble of 

floating ring-shaped lamps. 
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Translucence and thermal plasticity are the underlying technical 

aspects that make this design possible.
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Breathtaking effect thanks to hi-macs® and a brilliant idea. 
The visual effect in the Raiffeisen Bank’s Zurich branch causes all visitors to say “Wow!”  

in amazement: the portraits of former prominent residents stand out thanks to the intricate 

cutting of triangles of different sizes and the outstanding overall interior architectural  

design only catches the eye on a second look. 
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raiffeisen Bank zürich 
location:  Zürich, Switzerland

design: NAU Architecture, Switzerland,  

Drexler Guinand Jauslin Architekten, Switzer-

land, www.nau.coop, www.dgj.ch

fabrication:  

Wallcovering patterns design:  

ROK, Rippmann Oesterle Knauss,  

Switzerland, www.rok-office.com 

Wallcovering patterns fabrication:  

Rosskopf & Partner AG, Germany,  

www.rosskopf-partner.com 

Wallcovering and joinery:  

Glaeser Baden, Switzerland, www.glaeser.ch 

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

diergaarde Blijdorp
location: Rotterdam, Netherlands

design: De Organisatie Rotterdam,  

Netherlands, www.deorganisatie.nu

fabrication: Inleveninterieur, Netherlands, 

www. inleveninterieur.nl

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White, Opal White

The fascinating mystique of the underwater world captured perfectly.
During the renovation of the aquarium at Rotterdam’s Zoo Blijdorp, the planners succeeded masterfully  

in capturing the mood of the light as experienced underwater: the light engineers took soft, curving 

forms and perfect backlighting to create a magic space. 
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The thermoformed HI-MACS® squares 

are fixed in place using a clever mecha-

nism concealed behind the curvature. 

Transparency and lightness are created by floating ceilings with ingenious 

passive lighting, asymmetric counters and perforated wall surfaces.
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what qualities does a material need to become a “regular” in the most fashionable  

hotels? The answer is perfectly obvious from looking at the following references:  

class, elegance, outstanding cost-effectiveness and design possibilities that encourage  

designs beyond the ordinary. just like hi-macs®. 

hosPiTaliTy
hotel Puerta america 
location: Madrid, Spain

fabrication: Rosskopf & Partner AG,  

Germany, www.rosskopf-partner.com

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White,  

Black, Fiery Red 

Fiery red and dramatically designed, 

yet still a superior, easy-care bathroom.

Just as unusual as the choice of this colour for a hotel 

room, is the fascinating deep and mystical ambience 

created by the use of black HI-MACS®.

19 well known architects and designers designed this hotel – naturally using hi-macs®.  
This was a project that kept the international architectural community busy, with 19 of the world’s most well known architects 

and designers collaborating on the design of this hotel. The result is simply breathtaking, with every room being a veritable stand-alone 

masterpiece. HI-MACS® was with them every step of the way – inspiring the designers to create their most baring designs.
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Circles often play a key role in Ron Arad’s  

designs. HI-MACS® Can not only be be easily 

transformed into a circular shape, but also 

has circular bowls and sinks in its range .

Few materials could possible bring the unmistakeable 

play of shapes by Zaha Hadid to life. No wonder that she 

works so gladly and frequently with Hi-MACS®. 
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Christian Liaigre’s floral intarsia design  

interplays with the translucency of  

the HI-MACS® material.  The decorative  

effect was engraved in the material 

using CNC technology.
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hôtel jules & jim 
location: Paris, France

design: Natacha Froger, Atomes Associés

fabrication: ADJ, France, www.adj.fr

material: HI-MACS®, Opal

The key stylistic element in the rooms  

of the hotel “Jules & Jim” in Paris is warm 

mood lighting that welcomes and  

enchants the guests. 

All images on this doublepage: Photpgraphed by Sébastien Véronèse

Designed by Michael Malapert

The curved rear wall emphasises 

— with effective backlighting —  

the fine linear design.
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hotel Quality 33 
location: Oslo, Norway

design: Jige Scandinavia AB, www.jige.se,  

Lars Helling Architect

fabrication: Gränz Innenausbau — Klöpfer Surfaces, 

Germany, www.graenz-innenausbau.de,  

www.kloepfer-surfaces.de

material: HI-MACS®, Fiery Red, 

Black Pearl, Arctic Granite, Orange

Black, white and red are the dominant colours of the Quality Hotel 33  

in the Norwegian capital of Oslo. The linear design, rich in contrasts,  

is complimented by the warmth and attractive feel of the mineral material,  

creating an atmosphere that is electric and yet also harmonious.
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The glowing fiery red gives the 

reception desk a certain solidity and 

extravagance at the same time.
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looks good inside and out!  hi-macs® durability makes it idea when used both for impressive 

cladding projects, facades and wall linings. 

sT swithins   
location: London, UK

design: Gaunt Francis Architects,  

“The Interiors Group”, www.gauntfrancis.co.uk

fabrication: Rosskopf & Partner AG, Germany,  

www.rosskopf-partner.com

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

many projects are tailor-made for hi-macs®. 
Some architects take advantage of the fine properties of HI-MACS® 

to implement their grand concepts at the architectonic level. The  

designer of the foyer of the London branch of the Rothschild Private 

Bank bet on entire series of specific possibilities. The monu mental  

 

 

impact of this wall object for example relies both on its thermal  

plasticity, the dramatic back-cutting and the almost seamless  

processing into one continuous surface.

The impressive pattern on this large-area  

inside wall cladding can only be achieved through  

the most modern of CNC machining.

facades aNd wall claddiNG
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The perfect façade for variable climates 
Variable temperatures and both dry and wet periods are typical of  

the climate in the South Korean capital of Seoul. For this building,  

a rear ventilated construction on the façade is key to a long-term  

functional solution that protects and insulates the building while  

also ensuring that it looks good.
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Designing without limits: few façade materials  

give architects a virtually free hand. The white variant 

from the HI-MACS® FR catalogue is highly flexible  

from a design point of view, while also satisfying all fire 

protection requirements. 

korean Pan-gyo house
location: Pan-gyo, South Korea

design: Office 53427 

fabrication: Daemyung ATM

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White
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schönhauser Tor 
location: Berlin, Germany

design: neo systems architects, Berlin, Germany, www.neos-berlin.de

fabrication: Rosskopf & Partner AG, Germany, www.rosskopf-partner.com

engineering: 5D Engineering GmbH, Germany, www.5d-engineering.com

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White, Opal

an inconspicuous archway full of led technology.
This large archway comes across as being inviting with thanks to its white colour  

and the cubic architecture which gives  it a solid feel. However, it only reveals its  

unique qualities when it gets dark. Innumerable LED lights are assembled behind  

theHI-MACS® surface, enabling it to portray all kinds of content, from light effects  

to image projections. Breathtaking!

façade munich
location: Munich, Germany

design: donhauser postweiler architekten, 

Germany, www.dopo-architekten.de

fabrication: Schreinerei Mayer — Klöpfer 

Surfaces, Germany, www.schreinermayer.de, 

www.kloepfer-surfaces.de

material: HI-MACS®, Banana*

Toto lotto 
location: Bremer Toto Lotto GmbH, Bremen, 

Germany

design: SchröderArchitekten, Germany, 

www.schroederarchitekten.de 

fabrication: Kiebitzberg Möbelwerk stätten –   

Klöpfer Surfaces, Germany, www.kiebitzberg.de,  

www.kloepfer-surfaces.de 

material: HI-MACS®, Arctic White,  

Alpine White

façade of the Bremer Toto lotto head office.
The white façade elements give the minimalist, linear building an endearing  

air and a touch of pizzazz. White HI-MACS® is perfect for this application,  

as it is UV-resistant, colourfast and resistant to the effects of weathering. 

All images on this page: Photographed by Dipl. Ing. Arch. F. Aussieker
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This façade can be switched on and off. 
The people entering this building in Munich are welcomed by the warm, yellow tones of the entrance area  

made of HI-MACS®. While the cubic element gives an unadorned, compact feel, its numerous functions are  

so well integrated that they are almost invisible. this includes the lighting, portions of the communication,  

building services and the address. It is backlit from the rear but easy to clean from the front.

Photographed by Volker Mai

Photographed by Andreas Mikutta 

* S26 Banana is not a warranty colour. Refer to colour chart 
and fabrication guidelines.
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any materials used within your own four walls are generally selected with the 

utmost care. after all you are going to be living under the same roof as them  

for the next few years. it’s ideal then that hi-macs® is completely at home wherever 

a stylish, cosy and personalised ambience is what is called for. 

liviNG sPaces 

Private house
location: Ammersee, Germany

design: Karl Dreer, Felix Bembé & Sebastian 

Dellinger, www.bembe-dellinger.de

fabrication: Schreinerei Karl Dreer –  

Klöpfer Surfaces, www.dreer-gmbh.de,  

www.kloepfer-surfaces.de

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

All images on this doublepage: Photographed by Dirk Wilhelmy Fotografie

welcome home! 
It’s clear who is in charge even before you set foot in this house: HI-MACS®. Not only  

is it in evidence in the entrance hall but it also adorns the terrace floor, was used to clad  

the window frames, cills and mullions and makes itself at home in almost every room,  

either as elegant panelling for the fireplace in the living room or as an easy-clean washbasin  

in the bathroom.
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Private house
location: Ammersee, Germany

design: Karl Dreer, Felix Bembé & Sebastian 

Dellinger, www.bembe-dellinger.de

fabrication: Schreinerei Karl Dreer –  

Klöpfer Surfaces, www.dreer-gmbh.de,  

www.kloepfer-surfaces.de

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

hi-macs® loves being combined with high-quality hardwood. 
Many installations come together to look especially good. In this house the floors are all made  

of natural wood, while the rest of the design highlights are composed of white HI-MACS®.  

This includes, for example, numerous wall-claddings, horizontal workspaces in the kitchen and  

bathrooms as well as the edges of the steps and the railing. 
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Precision, even when designing 

outside of the box. One of the 

strengths of HI-MACS® wall-

claddings is achieved through its 

plasticity.

korean  
Pan-gyo house
location: Pan-gyo, South Korea

design: Office 53427 

fabrication: Daemyung ATM

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White
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shoPs aNd exhiBiTioNs
selling has to be learned and generally starts with the presentation of the goods  

for sale. hi-macs® expertly puts the products in the spotlight and guides the  

customer’s gaze in the right direction. corporate logos can be simply and easily  

applied to or cut into the material.

milan design week
location: Home Spa Design 2012, Milan, Italy

design: Ricardo Antonio, Ignazio Di Masi

fabrication: HOMMM, www.hommm.it, MOMA 

Design by Archiplast Srl, www.moma-design.com

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

The design week in milan shows how the future might look. 
The question of what the future might bring has always spurred people 

on. Much of this is speculative, but some parts can already be predicted 

now: multi-functionality and maximum flexibility are becoming more  

 

important than ever. Given its almost limitless practical applications  

and many impressive properties, HI-MACS® is already the material of  

tomorrow, available today. 
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The precise, angular shape of the bathtub 

cladding and partition harmonize perfectly 

with the soft contour of the washstand. 

Designed by Ricardo Antonio

Designed by Ignazio Di Masi



levi‘s facade
fabrication: Edge Projects 

material: HI-MACS®, Black Granite
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westfield shopping 
complex   
location: Westfield Shopping Complex, 

London, United Kingdom

you can also feel quality with your eyes.
The public in high-class shopping malls are very demanding by nature. A key constituent of  

the appearance of the entire project lies in the choice of materials. HI-MACS® is not only  

high-class but can be combined wonderfully with other high-quality materials to create striking 

features. The material was primarily used in particularly challenging areas of this shopping  

centre. The counters and bars in the food court, all the information terminals and the entrance  

and sales areas were designed using HI-MACS®.

information  
displays and counter
design: Pearson Lloyd , 

www.pearsonlloyd.com

fabrication: Rosskopf & Partner AG,  

www.rosskopf-partner.com 

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

mary chocolatier  

fabrication: BSF Solid Surfaces,  

www.bsfsolidsurfaces.com

cuticles
fabrication: Amberline

Quality foods against 

a quality backdrop: 

HI-MACS® was the 

material of choice in 

the food court area, 

owing to its proven 

hygienic properties.

Sophisticated rear 

cut-outs and recesses 

and create artistic 

reliefs within the 

material. In addition, 

logos and writing  

can be discreetly and 

yet effectively incor-

porated.
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saloN seveNseNses   
location: Hamburg, Germany

design: Lewang Architekten, Germany,  

www.lewang.com

fabrication: Wüst Praxis-und Inneneinrichtung, 

Germany

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

high-quality shop fittings with a 
distinctly soft touch.  
As an exclusive provider of high-

quality hair and skin cosmetics, the 

French company La Biosthetique is 

an expert in perfect surfaces and 

a pleasant, soft feel. Naturally this 

criteria also plays a central role in 

the selection of materials. The new 

flagship store in Hamburg makes  

an impact through an understated  

elegance that puts the the beauty 

products into a perfect light. 

showroom alv    
location: Milan, Italy

fabrication: Flusso, Facchinetti Group

material: HI-MACS®, Ivory White

look this way please.
The central and pivotal element in this showroom is a circular filigree skeleton  

made of HI-MACS® that gives perspective to the fashionable accessories.
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ish exhibition    
location: Frankfurt, Germany

design: Dan Pearlman, Germany,  

www.danpearlman.com

fabrication: Corpus Linea — Klöpfer Surfaces, 

Germany, www.corpus-linea.de, 

 www.kloepfer-surfaces.de

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

dan Pearlman presents “spa & wellness” at architecture.world 
White ribbons melt to form a large wave: viewed from outside, the impressive trade fair  

presence creates massive dynamism, whilst creating a shell-like space in the centre.  

An intelligent visual theme by Dan Pearlman who dramatises the material properties of  

Hi-MACS® to their very best: dynamism, elegance, sophistication. 

The strong contrast between the dark timber and white  

HI-MACS® accentuates the dynamic combination even further. 
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linden apotheke    
location: Ludwigsburg, Germany

design: Ippolito Fleitz Group, Germany,  

www.ifgroup.org

fabrication: Baierl & Demmelhuber – Klöpfer 

Surfaces, Germany, www.demmelhuber.de, 

www.kloepfer-surfaces.de

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

This pharmacy will still look fresh and new even after 20 years.
The modernity and clarity of the design of this pharmacy exudes professionalism, precision 

and expertise. The granite floor and the floral motif throughout the entire area are in stark 

contrast to the otherwise monochrome contemporary interior architecture. What is particularly 

striking is the central counter unit, where the slightly translucent appearance of the material  

is specifically used to make the counter appear to float.
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jordan Pharmacy 
location: Erlangen, Germany

design: Glahn Architekten, Hans-Joachim 

Glahn, Christiane Glahn

lighting designer: Conceptlicht,  

Helmut Angerer

fabrication: TB Möbeldesign – Klöpfer Surfaces, 

Germany, www.kloepfer-surfaces.de

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

friendly, clean, precise are the signs  
of quality in a good pharmacy.   
And HI-MACS® can make an import contribution in each  

of these three aspects in order to decisively improve the image 

of the sales space. A pleasant feel, easy-to-clean; and  

a precise, light and friendly look – all of this comes courtesy  

of the material of the “New Generation”.
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A word cloud applied as a flush inlay  

radiates sympathy and style to the customers 

of this pharmacy.
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universities and other centres of learning rely on installations made of hi-macs®.  

firstly because the solid surface material has a visually seamless and hygienic surface and,  

secondly, because its durability makes it ideal for areas that are subject to heavy use.

educaTioNal iNsTiTuTioNs

universität  
schweinfurt
location: Schweinfurt, Germany

design: Staatliches Bauamt Schweinfurt in 

cooperation with  Hetterich Architekten BDA, 

Germany, hetterich-architekten.com

fabrication: Klöpfer Surfaces, Germany, 

www.kloepfer-surfaces.de 

material: HI-MACS®, Orange

relaxing and Practical .
This space is the ideal combination of comfort and quiet, perfect for a university  

setting. The material creates a welcoming space that is perfect for the many needs  

of a university student throughout the day.  

Comnis estius, venienitatur re od uta corio te 

dolecusam estibus, solla dolenis expere si dit 

ut quuntorest velesen ditaestium qui aut fac-

cupt iuntio invendi re nos unt omnis a debis
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The design in HI-MACS® using the  

Florida Orange colour is conceived so  

economically that almost no scrap  

is produced during fabrication.
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Newcastle university 
student’s union
location: Newcastle, UK

design: Faulkner Browns Architects, UK, 

www.faulknerbrowns.co.uk

fabrication: Multi-Surface Fabrications Ltd, 

UK, www.thesolidsurfacespecialists.co.uk

material: HI-MACS®, Nordic White, Cima, 

Solid Black

The pleasant, friendly radiance of HI-MACS® and its strong 

durability ultimately made it an easy choice.

Design highlight: the circular seating area features  

high rear walls that keep sound in for work in small groups 

despite the open format of the room.

The small-format work desks 

are easy to keep clean.
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Private house   
location: Padua, Italy

design: Simone Piva

fabrication: Simone Piva,  

www.simonepiva.com

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

The ingredients as well as the material on which they are prepared 

all have a key role to play in creating a thoroughly successful meal. 

Thanks to its non-porous, dirt-repellent surface, hi-macs® is ideal 

for working with food and even common chemicals cannot harm the 

material. cooking thus becomes an absolute pleasure.

kiTcheN

The individually designed sink in this Berceli kitchen is huge and its linear  

shape and form make it especially practical for everyday use in the kitchen.
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kitchen hood “zen”
location: Kuurne, Belgium

design: NOVY n.v., Belgium, www.novy.com

fabrication: NOVY n.v., Belgium,  

www.novy.com 

material: HI-MACS®, Opal

The new “zen” cubic extractor hood.
The effect of this hood floating above the kitchen is created firstly by suspending it on fine 

wire cables and also by the light, semi-transparent appearance of the HI-MACS® housing. 

Taskirdi  
location: Antwerp, Belgium

design: Joke Holvoet for Elft bvba, Belgium

fabrication: Elft bvba, Belgium, www.elft.be

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White, Cima

robust elegance   
The spacious working surface  

fluidly transitions from the  

kitchen into the eating area.  

On the one hand, extremely robust, 

while on the other hand lovely  

to look at. HI-MACS® blends all  

design and functionality desires  

together perfectly, without  

making compromises.  

All images on this page: Photographed by Frederik Vercruysse
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Private house 
location: Nassjö, Sweden

fabrication: LG Collection, Sweden,  

www.lgcoll.se 

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

a strong material for a stunning kitchen.
In this kitchen HI-MACS® is almost everywhere. The work surface, sink, kitchen island, 

cabinets, drawer units and cover are all made from the solid surface material. The sink 

and the hob are all very hygienic with close flush mounting with the countertop.

All images on this page: Photographed by Focal Foto

Private kitchen 
location: Vienna, Austria

design: Maria Planegger, Project A.01 Archi-

tects ZT GmbH, Austria, www.projecta01.com

fabrication: Rosskopf & Partner AG,  

Germany, www.rosskopf-partner.com 

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

specious kitchen in a austrian private house.
Everything is extensive and spacious here: the central element of this kitchen  

is the cooking and sink island from which a long, floating dining table extends,  

as if it were made from a single piece.
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hi-macs® creates visual, statement features in the trendiest of bars, the most up-market  

of restaurants and the most clubs. almost every ambience a designer might wish to create  

can be achieved with the diverse properties of the material. 

GasTroNomy
evolution club   
location: Bucharest, Romania

design: Sebastian Barlica,  

www.sebastianbalica.blogspot.ch

fabrication: Atvangarde Surfaces,  

www.atvangarde.ro

material: HI-MACS®, Light Green

Hovering mystically like a prop  

from a science-fiction film – this curving bar  

extends out into the room.

it doesn’t often happen that a design can catch you so off-guard.  
The compact yet airy light-green monolith awaiting guests at the Evolution Club  

in Bucharest presents an optical illusion for the visitor. The piece is supported 

through concave surfaces that are angled in various ways and crafted together  

into one seamless surface.    
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Bar counter  
location: Bratislava, Slovakia

design: Mgr. Art. Kristina Krempová

fabrication: Kovovýroba Blecha, Slovakia

material: HI-MACS®, Opal, Coffee Brown

This bar structure is illuminated to give  

an extra impressive effect. 

All images on this page: Photographed by Roman Skyba
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Bar im main Palais 
location: Frankfurt am Main, Germany

design: PurPur GmbH, www.purpur.de

fabrication: Paul Schad Tischlerei GmbH —  

Klöpfer Surfaces, Germany, www.schad-trier.de,  

www.kloepfer-surfaces.de

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

just like in the sixties!   
This bar is magnificently stylish  

and functional in one: water and  

a clean cloth are all that’s needed  

to care for HI-MACS® for years  

to come.
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Thanks to its waterproof surface and the extensive range of washbasins 

and washstands, hi-macs® is simply meant to be used in bathrooms. 

The warm, pleasing feel of the material wins you over from the very first 

touch. and its ease of care comes free of charge!

BaTh

loop & ebb  
design: UsTogether, www.ustogether.eu

fabrication: Rosskopf & Partner AG,  

Germany, www.rosskopf-partner.com

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

still waters run deep.
These extraordinary bathroom ideas from UsTogether, the British-Irish design collective,  

were made using HI-MACS® and stand out on account of their seamless transitions and clear, 

clean lines. The elements are fitted to the wall using concealed brackets, with the majority of 

the pipework concealed within the material, thereby enhancing its sculptured appearance.

k.P.m.G. offices
location: Amstelveen, Netherlands

design: Marcel van der Schalk, www.mvds.nl

fabrication: Keijsers Interieurbouw Horst, 

www.keijsers.nl

material: HI-MACS®, S28 Alpine White

Perfect for a quick drink after work.
This cool bar is located in an office building belonging to the consultancy firm KPMG  

and is a popular meeting point after work for the staff. A fact that is undoubtedly due  

to HI-MACS®. The material was milled and thermoformed to achieve avant-garde effects: 

the result is a uniform zebra pattern backlit by LED lighting that creates a leisurely  

ambience in front of and behind the bar.
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Private house 
location: Cologne, Germany

design: raum.4 GbR, Germany,  

 www.raumpunkt4.de

fabrication: Hofmann Innenausbau –  

Klöpfer Surfaces, Germany,  

www.hofmann-innenausbau.de,  

www.kloepfer-surfaces.de 

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

The shower merges directly into the  

washstand with its angular sink. Even the 

drawer fronts are made of HI-MACS®.
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africa  
location: SICI 2010 –  

Kitchen international fair, Madrid, Spain

design: Alberto Sanchez Nieto

fabrication: Moblaje Anchelu,  

www.moblajeanchelu.com

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

The seamlessly fitted washbasin is a be-

spoke installation and incorporates LED 

lighting as well as a precise minimalist 

drainage slot.

Notonlywhite  
collection
design: Marike Andeweg, Netherlands

fabrication: NotOnlyWhite, Netherlands, 

www.notonlywhite.com

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

The NotOnlyWhite collection from Dutch designer Mareike relies on precisely that which its 

name denies – lean, perfectly crafted elements from radiant white HI-MACS®. With stainless 

steel and wood as accentuating materials, the elegance of the colour white shines through 

all the more.
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This sink unit consists of a curved body with integral towel holders cut 

out of the material. The bowl sits flush within the unit. This design can only 

be fabricated with 9 mm thick material – this thickness is only available 

with HI-MACS®. Design: Zdenek Pudil.

hi-macs® 
desiGN 
coNTesT 
2007 

we love to support young talent. 
HI-MACS® supports young talented designers and aspiring architects, amongst other things by 

organising a regular design competition that offers designers the opportunity to show what they 

can do. The results shown here are created by Czech design students and impressively prove the 

potential of the designers who took part ... and the limitless possibilities of HI-MACS®.

    BaTh

This modular sink unit comprises 

a shelving unit and a backlit wall 

panel – both made of HI-MACS®. 

Design: Krystof Nostal.

A sink on different levels. The  

raised shelf (above) and the step  

for younger users make good  

use of the stability of the material  

and highlight its strong colours. 

Design: Lucia Karpitova.

Sinks and bowls can be fabricated in almost  

any shape or form sheets of HI-MACS®. Usually this is  

done by thermoforming the material in what is known  

as a deep drawing process, here very cleverly used  

in an open elliptical shape. Design: Jaro Vetvicka.

2007 hi-macs® design contest 
location: Czech Republic, Slovakia

design: Zdenek Pudil, Lucia Karpitova, Krystof Nostal, Jaro Vetvicka

fabrication: Polytrade CE, Czech Republic, www.polytradece.cz

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White, Black, Orange

exPlore our desiGN coNTesTs: www.himacs.eu
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cleanliness and sterility is paramount in hospitals, and laboratories and any  

materials used should also meet the strictest standards. hi-macs®, with its  

inter nationally certified resistance to dirt, viruses, bacteria and numerous  

chemicals make it the hi-macs® the first material of choice in the healthcare sector. 

healThcare

Stylish, flush furniture faces, 

easy-to-clean wall and table cladding — 

all from one material: HI-MACS®.
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aesthetics clinic 
location: Bucharest, Romania

design: Cristina Florea, www.eqd.ro

fabrication: Atvangarde Surfaces,  

www.atvangarde.ro 

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White
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centre medical 
imaderm
location: Geneva, Switzerland

design: Bureau Patrice Reynaud Architectes, 

www. reynaud.ch

fabrication: RS Agencement Steiner SA, 

www.rs-steiner.ch – Kläusler Acrylstein AG 

www.himacs.ch 

material: HI-MACS®, Grey, Satin White, Arctic 

White, Almond, Toffee Brown, Babylon Beige

The name says it all.  
The rooms of a beauty clinic must look  

elegant – unabashedly so, according to the  

owners of Aesthetics Clinic in Bucharest.  

The curving counter brings to mind the  

movement of a shark.  

66 | healthcare
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lG Pennello 
location: Altenpflege + ProPflege trade fair, 

Nuremberg, Germany

design: H3 Innenarchitektur, Germany,  

www.h3-projekte.de

fabrication: Klöpfer Surfaces, Germany, 

www.kloepfer-surfaces.de  

material: HI-MACS®, Blue Sand  

and Alpine White

special demands needs special solutions.
Standard products can only rarely be used in the care of the elderly and 

mentally and physically disabled as the demands, required by the highest 

level of care, are simply too specific. The sink units shown here have been  

specifically designed for the care of people with disabilities and elderly  

 

people: the sink units are designed to be ergonomic so that people can easily 

reach the basin. The integral grips allow people to hold on when using the 

sink and the height of the basins can also be adjusted. 

Three-dimensional distortions and dramatic  

lighting turn a surgeon’s practice  

into an impressive experiential space.

dental clinic  
smiledentity
location: Dreieich, Germany

design: Hubert Günther

fabrication: Tischlerei Woodstar,  

www.tischlerei-woodstar.de 

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White 

healthcare furniture 
location: Hopital Expo 2010, Paris, France 

design: LCCA

fabrication: LCCA, www.lcca.fr

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

As HI-MACS® is extremely dirt-repellent and 

resistant to chemicals, it is often used in  

medical institutions and laboratories to protect 

lab assistants from being splashed when they 

are carrying out experiments.

The height of the paediatric table can be adjusted to allow children  

to climb onto it. The drawer, bowl and baby bath are also made from  

hygienic HI-MACS® that has a warm feel and is pleasing to the touch.

The design of these two sink units was awarded the “Innovation  

Award: Architecture + Health“ design prize in April 2007 at the  

international “Altenpflege+Propflege” trade fair for the care industry.
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whether it is used for hexagonal tables with internal lighting, honeycomb-shaped 

shelving, engraved counters or thermoformed seating, hi-macs® provides limitless 

design options. its versatility produces furniture creations that could otherwise not be 

achieved using conventional materials.

furNiTure desiGN

cerco and Buff  
collections
location: Huskvarna, Sweden

design: Table Buff design by Joel Karlsson, 

Shelf Cerco design by Federico Churba

fabrication: Karl Andersson & Söner

material: HI-MACS®, Table: Alpine White, 

Rose, Sky blue, Babylon Beige 

Shelf: Alpine White

sleepBox 
design: Caspar Lohner, Switzerland

supervision: Mathias Bernhard, Manuel Kretzer

collaborator: Chair for Computer Aided  

Architectural Design Prof. Dr. Ludger Hovestadt  

www.caad.arch.ethz.ch

fabrication: Kläusler Acrylstein AG,  

www.himacs.ch

material: HI-MACS®, Nordic White 12mm

The sleepBox is exactly what the name suggests.
The SleepBox is shaped a bit like a mussel, offering the user protection  

and reclusion when inside this innovative piece of furniture. The muscle-

like sleepbox is a painstakingly formed HI-MACS® creation, containing a 

leather-covered mattress inside. 
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There’s more to Swedish furniture design than the famous 

provider with the four-letter name, as demonstrated by this 

Swedish furniture catalogue that relies exclusively on the 

powers of HI-MACS®.
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sculpture 
location: 100% Design London, UK

design: Ora-ïto, www.ora-ito.com

fabrication: Grupo Candido Hermida,  

www.candidohermida.com

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

Photographed by Mark Wilson Photography

when sitting is elevated to an art form.
The designer Ora-ïto created an impressive monolithic HI-MACS® sculpture that doubles

as a seat. It consists of several elements that slot together like the pieces of a jigsaw. The

result: an architectural work of art, comprising clear, flowing lines and perfect proportions.

Table Pablo
location: Lyon, France 

design: Christohpe Mayer,  

www.christohpemayer.com

fabrication: LCCA, www.lcca.fr

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White, Ruby,  

Lowa Blue, Fiery Red, Festival Pink, Orange, 

Black Sand, Banana, Light Green
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a complete furniture range from hi-macs®.
The ultimate in versatility and modularity was the aim in the development  

of the new wall system from Busnelli, Italy. The entire linear system is  

produced from HI-MACS®, thereby meeting the comprehensive catalogue of 

demands from the Italian designer, both visually and structurally. 

Busnelli
location: International Furniture Fair,  

Milan, Italy

design: Bruno Fattorini and Partners, Italy,  

www.brunofattoriniandpartners.com

fabrication: MF Compositi Srl for Gruppo  

Industriale Busnelli, Italy, www.busnelli.it 

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White
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desks, counters and shelving at airports are exposed to extremely heavy and  

constant use being touched by by travellers and staff alike. Thanks to the easy-care 

and exceptionally wear-resistant mineral material hi-macs®, the fixtures will look 

just as modern and clean even after many years of use.

airPorT

column cladding  
at airport Paris charles de Gaulle  
location: Paris, France

designer: Marc Fidelle and Andrei David, Direction de Ingénierie  

et de l’Architecture d’Aéroports de Paris, France

fabrication: LCCA, France, www.lcca.fr 

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White
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only flying is better?  
Thousands of passengers, an infinite volume of baggage, tremendous to-

ing and fro-ing- these are the extreme circumstances can often occur at air-

ports which demand the ultimate from its interior architecture. HI-MACS®  

has proven itself over and over again in recent years to be an extremely  

 

durable material. In addition, its versatility and superior appearance are the 

best prerequisites for successfully coping with whatever occurs day to day 

in the airport.

The accentuating elements in this  

check-in hall are the funnel-shaped pillars 

that widen toward the ceiling: elegant  

and seamlessly uniform.



a new composition of hi-macs® has been developed for use in shipbuilding:  

hi-macs®fr, which has been awarded the imo certificate module B and d  

in compliance with the marine equipment directive for its fire resistant and low 

spread of fire properties.

mariNe iNdusTry

sustento New 
location: Belgium

fabrication: Elft bvba – Interieurinrichting, 

www.elft.be

material: HI-MACS®, Alpine White

ship ahoy! 
The entire cockpit of this yacht has been made out of visually seamless, fire-resistant HI-MACS® 

and the instruments and control panels have been integrated directly into the material itself.
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siNks aNd Bowls
every option is available to designers to create neat washrooms, kitchens, hospitals 

and much more with our wide range of hi-macs® sinks and bowls. Perfectly coordinated 

and ideal for mixing and matching, the bowls and sinks guarantee a modern look that is  

easy and simple to look after.

hi-macs® Bowls 
HI-MACS® bowls offer superb ease of cleaning and a warm and pleasant 

feel, making them the ideal solution for creating the bathroom of your 

dreams. They are manufactured using a casting process and ideally suited 

for both flush mounting and installation into a bathroom vanity top. 

cB465 cB422

hi-macs® sinks 
HI-MACS® sinks are produced using a high-quality casting technique.  No matter which product you choose from our extensive, eminently combin - 

able selection, all sinks are flush-mounted into the countertop or installed below the surface. Special custom-made creations are  also an option. 

cs528r cs400s

cs449rl cs780d cs800d cs325r

cs325s cs449rs cs398s cs824d

hi-macs® Baby Bath 
Nothing less than the maximum level of hygiene, ergonomics and warmth 

is good enough for the neonatal ward of any hospital. With ultra-soft  

corners and contours ergonomically designed specifically for babies, the 

new HI-MACS® Baby Bath is the perfect product for babies’ first baths of 

their lives.

cB680

cs490r cs490d NewNew
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colours are key in design. elegant Nordic white, warm Toffee Brown or  

mystical cima. we have whatever colour you want – it’s your choice.

Mars
T16 [12 mm]

Nebula
T10 [12 mm]

Uranus
T02 [12 mm]

Venus 
T11 [12 mm]

Galaxy 
With transparent grains and mother of pearl shimmer, as if from another world.

marmo 
You will be captivated by its sophisticated texture, reminiscent of marble.

Verona *
M105 [12 mm]

Bologna
M103 [12 mm]

Roma *
M104 [12 mm]

eden  
A one-of-a-kind palette with warm natural shades and various grain sizes.  

What makes the collection unique: it consists of up to 41% recycled materials.

Ripe Cotton    
G518R [12 mm]
12% Recycled Content

Birch Bark   
G514R [12 mm]
40% Recycled Content

Pecan    
G515R [12 mm]
41% Recycled Content

Mountain Ash    
G517R [12 mm]
40% Recycled Content

Hickory    
G516R [12 mm]
40% Recycled Content

Cocoa 
G501R [12 mm]
12% Recycled Content

Poplar   
G511R [12 mm]
40% Recycled Content

Sugar Maple   
G510R [12 mm] 
40% Recycled Content

colours

scoring eco-credits across the board. 
The LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) seal is a 

proven classification system for ecological, resource-saving and 

sustainable construction. The credit-based certification process rates 

buildings on a number of different criteria. Opting for HI-MACS® Eden 

in new construction and renovation projects may provide up to 2 credits 

in the following LEED categories: 

indoor environmental Quality (ieQ)
leed ieQ 4.1: low-emission materials, adhesives and sealants (1 credit)

materials & resources (mr)
leed mr 4.1: materials with more than 10% recycled content (1 credit)

leed mr 4.2: materials with more than 20% recycled content (2 credits)

The Eden collection is available upon special request. 

Opal
S302 [12/6 mm], ∆ E4

Sapphire
S303 [12 mm]

Ruby
S304 [12 mm]

Emerald
S305 [12 mm]

lucent 
When combined with precisely positioned light sources, the translucent 

pastel shades become transformed into dramatic design “highlights“.

Satin White 
S 01 [12/9/6 mm]

Fiery Red *
S 25 [12 mm]

Arctic White
S 06 [12/9/6 mm]

Cream
S 09 [12/9/6 mm], ∆ E3

Light Green *
S 212 [12 mm]

Nougat Cream
S 201 [12 mm]

Festival Pink *
S 116 [12 mm]

Chiffon
S 113 [12 mm]

Marta Grey *
S 108 [12 mm]

Mill Olive *
S 114 [12 mm]

Orange *
S 27 [12 mm]

Lemon Squash *
S 106 [12 mm]

Florida Orange *
S 105 [12 mm]

Alpine White
S 28 [12/9/6/3 mm], ∆ E3

Diamond White
S 034 [12 mm]

Ivory White
S 29 [12/9/6 mm]

Jasmine Green *
S 101 [12/9 mm]

Toffee Brown *
S 104 [12/9 mm]

Banana *
S 26 [12 mm]

Grey
S 05 [12/9/6 mm]

Babylon Beige
S 102 [12/9 mm]

Almond 
S 02 [12/9 mm], ∆ E3

Carmenere *
S 110 [12 mm]

Concrete Grey * 
S 103 [12/9 mm]

Dark Night *
S 111 [12 mm]

Black *
S 22 [12/9 mm]

Mazarin Blue *
S 107 [12 mm]

Sky Blue
S 203 [12 mm]

Deep Indigo *
S 115 [12 mm]

Coffee Brown * 
S 100 [12 mm]

Nordic White
S 033 [12 mm]

Steel Grey *
S 109 [12 mm]

solids 
From elegant to extravagant, classic to ultra-contemporary – this is a limitless collection.

volcanics 
Full of depth and mysticism, akin to a precious natural stone but with all of the advantages of “Natural Acrylic Stone“.

Maui
VG21 [12 mm]

Santa Ana
VA01 [12 mm]

Tambora
VE01 [12 mm]

Cima *
VB02 [12 mm]

Gemini
VW01 [12 mm]

Frosty
VA22 [12 mm]

Mayon
VE23 [12 mm]

Taos *
VB21 [12 mm]

Granite, Quartz, sand & Pearl  
A huge selection of textures and colours. Natural, elegant and perfect to combine.

Arctic Granite
G34 [12/9/6 mm], ∆ E3

White Granite
G05 [12/9 mm], ∆ E4

Mocha Granite
G74 [12 mm]

Natural Granite
G23 [12/9 mm]

Platinum Granite
G07 [12 mm]

Grey Granite
G17 [12/6 mm]

Greystone Granite
G60 [12 mm]

Black Granite * 
G31 [12/9 mm]

Celebration Granite * 
G40 [12 mm]

Peanut Butter
G100 [12 mm]

Grey Crystal 
G102 [12 mm]

Rose Quartz
G06 [12 mm]

Ivory Quartz
G30 [12/9 mm], ∆ E4

Sea Oat Quartz
G38 [12/9 mm], ∆ E3

Confetti Quartz
G41 [12/9 mm], ∆ E4

Moonscape Quartz
G58 [12/9 mm]

Allspice Quartz
G63 [12/9 mm]

Crystal Beige
G101 [12 mm]

White Quartz
G04 [12/9/6 mm], ∆ E4

The basic HI-MACS® material is identical for every colour, although darker hues have a higher percentage of natural pigments, which need more careful care and attention.  

Colours indicated with a * are more suitable for surfaces which are subject to less wear and tear and are therefore used more often for contrasts or inlay work. There may be  

some slight variation in colour between the illustrated and actual colours due to printing techniques.

12 HI-MACS® colours are particularly suitable for outdoor applications because of their good UV-resistance. Their colour-fastnesses are guaranteed 5 years for a tolerance  

of Delta E3 (indicated with ∆ E3) to Delta E4 (indicated with ∆ E4) according to the colour.

Black Sand
G09 [12/9/6 mm] 

Black Pearl *
G10 [12/9/6 mm]

Midnight Pearl *
G15 [12/9 mm]

Venetian Sand
G42 [12 mm]

Oregano Sand
G62 [12 mm]

Brown Pearl *
G105 [12 mm]

Desert Sand
G01 [12/9 mm]

Grey Sand
G02 [12/9/6 mm], ∆ E4

Almond Pearl
G08 [12/9/6 mm]

Beach Sand
G48 [12/9 mm],  ∆ E3

Tapioca Pearl
G50 [12/9 mm]

Riviera Sand
G106 [12/9 mm]

Lunar Sand
G108 [12/9 mm]

Pebble Pearl
G107 [12/9 mm]

Midnight Grey *
S 117 [12 mm]

Greenish Gray *
S 112 [12 mm]

NewNew New

New

New New

New

Hercules *
T20 [12 mm]

Carina 
T18 [12 mm]

Andromeda 
T17 [12 mm]

New Moon 
T19 [12 mm]

cad-files  
availaBle
WWW.HIMACS.EU



we would Be Pleased To Provide you 
wiTh deTails aNd iNformaTioN. 
hi-macs®. The New Generation. 

lG hausys europe Gmbh
Avenue des Morgines 12 

CH -1213 Petit-Lancy, 

Geneva – Switzerland

Tel: +41 (0)22 879 54 80 

Fax: +41 (0)22 879 54 89 

HI-MACS® and Natural Acrylic Stone™ are registered trademarks of  

LG Hausys Europe GmbH. All other trademarks and product names  

are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective rights  

owners. The information contained in this brochure is intended to be  

for informationonly and can be amended at any time without prior  

notification. ©2013. LG Hausys Europe GmbH. All rights reserved.
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